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Deep & Punkin Caves Purchased!
By Geary Schindel and Linda Palit

Itʼs official – after months of effort of planning,
negotiation, and fundraising, the Texas Cave
Management Association now owns two classic Texas
caves: Deep and Punkin. The purchase of the 224.8 acre
property was completed on September 10, 2004. Now
known as the Deep and Punkin Caves Nature Preserve,
the land is located in the rolling landscape near Carta
Valley, Edwards County, Texas.
When initially evaluated for purchase, it was
found that the property contains not one, but two
fine caves, situated on a parcel of land that was in the
price range of the TCMA, and in a well known caving
area. In addition to the caves, the tract also contains a
hunting cabin that can be used, with a little work, as a
field station/bunk house. Also, a nice cover of cedar,
oak, pine and grasses are present on the property. A
comparison of the present conditions of the property
to pictures from the 1965 Operation Deep Expedition,
shows the property to have made good progress in
recovering from extensive overgrazing.
The purchase of the Deep and Punkin cave property
took more than a year and involved a number of offers
and counteroffers with the owners of the property.
Negotiations were difficult because the property owner
would not allow access into the caves to evaluate the
condition of the caves or to make sure that they were
worth the purchase price. However, a number of “old
time” Texas cavers came forward and vouched for the
quality of the caves. In addition to the negotiations, the
purchase required a survey of the property (preformed
by CDS Murrey Engineering and Surveying at very
favorable rates), title search, environmental survey,
inspection of the hunting cabin and road access, and

See DEEP & PUNKIN on p. 3

Illustration by Jerry Atkinson and Joe Mitchell

Map of the location, approximate property
boundary, and main features of the Preserve.

Deep & Punkin Management Plan
First D&P Preserve Work Trip Report
Robber Baron Gated & Re-Opened
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View from the Palit
By Linda Palit

Who believed this time last year that TCMA would
actually own over 200 acres and two of the better Texas
caves? Wahoooo!! With the generous assistance of all
those people who have donated, or who participated
in the auctions at TSA Spring Convention, Punkin
and Deep Caves are ours. They are open to Texas
Cavers who are willing to help do maintenance and
improvements around the property, cut cedar, and move
rocks out of campsites.
Thank you to all the cavers who participated in the
auction, through donation, purchase, record keeping,
auctioneering, and every detail that made it possible.
Thanks to all those people who made donations to the
cave acquisition committee, and all those who joined
TCMA to be a part of this and future projects. And
thanks to all those people who encouraged me and
the board and officers of TCMA to make the leap into
property acquisition.

There is a still lot of work to do. We were able to
make a significant down payment of over $50,000, and
we still owe a little over $75,000. So the bank still owns
most of the cave, and we have payments to face every
month, so we still need your help to keep this cave. Our
loan is for 15 years, but our goal is to pay the cave off
in 5 years. We hate to waste our money on interest, so
the faster we pay off the loan the better.
We are happy to accept donations but we have
also developed some innovative methods for painless
contributing on a regular basis. You now have the
capability to make regular monthly donations using a
bank draft or credit cards.
But hopefully somebody will ask you to contribute.
I want to ask something else. Whatʼs next? Do we
stick with the caves we have and work on that, or do
we look for more caves to purchase. I donʼt want to
get over-extended and not be able to make payments.
So how much caver support do we have, and what do
Texas cavers want, to pay for these and then think about
whatʼs next? Or do we have enough support to start
looking for the next cave to purchase? Think about it.
Talk about it. And help us finance this purchase and
think about the next steps.
And in closing,
Great Work, TEXAS CAVERS!
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well will have to be evaluated as part of the long range
(from p. 1)
management of the preserve.
Access to the property is through an easement
completion of various loan applications.
across
private lands, however, the TCMA will be
The negotiated purchase price of the property was
responsible for helping maintain the road to the site.
$128,900. The TCMA was able to secure a 15-year
The management plan had to take into account all of
commercial loan at favorable rates, thanks to the sizable
these conditions as the TCMA learns how to manage
down payment of $53,000 made possible by successful
the property and cave resources.
fund raising at the TSA Spring Convention. However,
A number of work
a goal of the TCMA is to
weekends
will be scheduled
pay the property off within
What does this purchase mean for
at
the
property
to work on
5 years; thereby saving
Texas Cavers?
money for purchasing
Within the next year we believe that any Texas preparing camping sites,
other properties. With the Caver that desires to visit the preserve will have the improving the cabin,
upcoming Texas Caver opportunity to do so, especially if you are willing building a fire pit, building
Reunion weekend, the to donate some labor while you are there. Initial trails to the caves, and
TCMA has set a goal of trips will be work trips with the attached privilege inventorying cave resources
reaching the halfway point of visiting the caves. After the initial work on the before the preserve can be
toward paying off the cave. preserve, there will be ongoing survey trips, training opened to full access.
Many individuals and
This means that $22,000 trips, photography trips, and trips for caving. Our
organizations
have worked
must be raised.
intent is to manage the cave and preserve to protect
hard,
through
their
time and
Deep and Punkin Caves the resources, and to allow cavers to use the caves.
money to make this purchase
are not just being purchased
a reality. Although there is
for protection of the caves,
See
more
about
Deep
and
Punkin
on
p.
4-5.
still
much to do, cavers can
but for recreational,
rejoice in the fact that this
educational and scientific
outstanding property is in the hands of Texas cavers and
use by cavers. The TCMA has pledged to manage
that TCMA has permanently protected another portion
the property to allow as much access as possible for
of our limited and precious cave resources.
cavers while providing long term protection to the cave
resource.
After the previous owners had accepted the offer by
TCMA, the Board formed a management subcommittee
We own the caves, but now
to develop a recommended Preserve Management Plan.
we have to pay for them!
The previous owner of the property would not allow
access to the caves during the purchase process, so the
You can help!
caves could only be evaluated from previous maps
$ 10/mo.
Sign up for monthly donaand photographs. The management subcommittee
minimum
tions with our easy, autoworked for a number of months developing an interim
matic payment program.
management plan. At the September 12, 2004 TCMA
GOOD:
board meeting, the board adopted an “Interim Preserve
Monthly credit card charge
Management Plan” (see p. 4). Although the caves
(costs TCMA 33¢+2%/month)
couldnʼt be properly evaluated before the purchase,
BETTER:
the surface facilities could. The hunting cabin has
Monthly bank account withdraw
a substandard septic system, consisting of simply
(costs TCMA 33¢/month)
a straight pipe to a small open hole dug in the soil.
Therefore, one of the highest priorities during upcoming
To sign up, go to:
work weekends will be to build an outhouse and
Free,
www.tcmacaves.org
composting system. The cabin is served by electricity
exclusive
or call Joe Ranzau
and has a stove, oven, and small kitchen facilities. In
T-shirt with
addition, there are two bunk rooms. Bunks and other
or Linda Palit
sign-up!
furnishing will need to be built. Also, the property does
at (210) 699-1388
not contain a water supply. The installation of a water
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INTERIM MANAGEMENT PLAN - DEEP AND PUNKIN CAVE NATURE PRESERVE
Access to the preserve will be available during the dates and periods determined and announced by the Preserve
Manager.
Reservations must be made in advance before visiting the preserve by the Preserve Manager
All trips to the preserve must have a Trip Leader
All visitors are asked to practice good conservation practices and to perform a conservation or maintenance task while
at the site.
Leave No Trace Ethic is in effect for the preserve
The TCMA has an easement to the preserve. We do not have a right to leave the easement or park cars along it.
Camping is permitted in the vicinity of the cabin.
Camping in the cabin is off limits until needed repairs are preformed.
Campfires may only be built in existing fire rings
Please use the latrine provided at the preserve
Do not leave any trash on the preserve.
Water is not available on the preserve. Please bring all your own water
Punkin Cave is closed during the bat maternity season.
Please obey the closure notices located on flagging in certain parts of Deep Cave until a resource inventory can be
performed.
Group size should not exceed more than 24 people entering Deep Cave. A ratio of no more than 5 non-TCMA members to each TCMA member/trip leader is encouraged.
The cave and preserve may not be used for any commercial activities without direct permission of the TCMA Board.
Unauthorized visitors should be asked to leave and reported to the preserve manager. If they are damaging resources or posing a threat to visitors, they should be reported to the county sheriff.
Preserve Modifications should only be performed with permission of the Preserve Manager
Collection of any plants, animals, minerals, or cultural artifacts requires a collection permit from the Preserve Manager.

How Can I Help Support This Project?
1. Become a member of the TCMA for $15 per year.
2. Make a sizeable donation to the land acquisition fund. We have received gifts from individual
donations of several dollars to grotto donations of several hundred dollars to individual donations
of one or more thousands of dollars. We have also received support from other conservation
organizations. The Bexar Audubon Society recently donated $5,000 to the effort. Become a
sustaining member by joining our monthly donation program through our bank draft or our credit
card plan. We can charge your card on a monthly basis for amounts of $10 or more. Donations
of $10, $25, or more per month will help generate a steady flow of income to pay off the property.
You will also receive a Punkin/Deep t-shirt for your monthly donation.
3. Donate your time in helping to develop and maintain the property. You or your grotto can select a project to help improve the property.
4. Discuss any ideas you have related to property management, maintenance, and fund raising,
to a board or committee member – get involved.
5. Come and enjoy the preserve.
6. Pass along any information you have on other caves that can be purchased by the TCMA.
The only way to insure access to Texas caves is to have Texas cavers own them.

If you have questions or would like more information about how to help please contact:
Geary Schindel
Linda Palit
(210) 479-2151
(210) 699-1388
gschindel@mindspring.com
lkpalit@sbcglobal.net
or any member of the TCMA Board.
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By Aimee Beveridge and Joe Mitchell

October 9-10 saw the first trip to TCMA's new crown
jewel - Deep and Punkin Cave Preserve. An amazing
amount of work was completed by the volunteers who
braved the very muddy entrance road to get to the
property (including a few who had to be towed up the
hill!) Few people actually managed to go caving because
they were so busy helping with the numerous tasks!
At the cabin, Pete Strickland worked to reinforce the
foundation of the house, brought numerous tools, and
made pancakes. Bob West mortared rebar supports for
house. Sue Schindel cleaned and painted, cooked dutch

Paul Bryant, Graham Schindel, and Jon Cradit built bunk
beds for the back bedroom.
The land clearing to prepare camping sites, a new
section of road, and removal of the trees strangling the
cabin, was performed by numerous stoic volunteers
including Susan Souby, Cindy Perez, Wes Schumacher,
Rune Burnett, Fran Hutchins, Rebecca OʼDaniel, Justin
Menking, and Paul Bryant. Finally, Geary Schindel, who
organized the weekend, worked on just about everything
while managing to keep everything running smoothly.
Besides the hard work, the crew enjoyed a bat flight
Photos by Evelynn and Joe Mitchell

Many dedicated volunteers performed a wide variety of tasks at the first Deep and Punkin work trip.
oven strawberry cake along with apple cherry cobbler.
Wes Schumacher, Rune, Cindy Perez, Don Arburn made
a bad ass grill out of two 55 gallon drums and pushed over
the TV antenna. Joe Mitchell brought in and hung gutters
on the house, attaching drains to the water tank. Evelynn
Mitchell headed up interior cleaning and helped with the
gutters. Aspen Schindel painted all of the exterior trim on
the cabin. Jon Cradit located the future composting toilet,
and made plans for the new back sleeping porch.
Out on the entrance road, Weston Cradit and Jon
helped on road building with Terry Holsinger, Aimee
Beveridge, Wes Schumacher, and Eddie Baker. Bob West
used a grub hole to remove water accumulated from rains.
Meanwhile, Joe Ranzau, whose friends who own a dump,
hauled over 1000 lbs of trash to Del Rio.
Eddie Baker, Bill Russell and Weston also cut old
fence out of Punkin Cave. Mark Gee painted trim and
got into the attic to clean out. Don Arburn, Steve Bryant,

at Punkin on Saturday evening along with the spectacular
stars under an impressively dark sky. Sunday was a
beautiful day at the property and the crew was impressed
by a migration of more than 100 hawks in several minutes
and many monarch butterflies.
Although a great deal of work was performed by
these dedicated volunteers, there is much more to be
done. Watch for announcement of more upcoming work
weekends.
DONATIONS NEEDED

We need a refrigerator, a water well (weʼll name it
after you!), hard flooring (not carpet) for the cabin,
wood for the deck, paint and painting supplies, water
collection system, new roof for the deck, picnic table
and benches, basic tools to leave at the cabin, such
as wheel barrow and shovel, and whatever else you
think we need.
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Robber Baron Re-Opened, But Work Remains
By Joe Mitchell

It was August and it was hot, but most importantly
for the Robber Baron Cave project, it was finally dry.
Persistent rains throughout the spring and early summer
has prevented progress on the long running project to
reconstruct the cave entrance and improve the surrounding
property. Started in early 2003, the primary focus on the
project to date has been the removal of dirt from the
sinkhole. Many years of fill resulted in the floor of the
sinkhole being nearly 5 meters above the actual floor of the
cave entrance. Entry was gained by climbing down a set
of deteriorating, unstable railroad ties which also leached
creosote into the cave, potentially affecting the known
endangered species in the cave. The goal of the initial
portion of the project was to remove this fill and restore
the sinkhole floor to the level of the entrance.
Heavy equipment, including an excavator and bobcat,
were required to move the large amount of dirt, and their
operation required dry conditions. In order for equipment
to enter the sinkhole, a long trench was dug which would
get very muddy under damp conditions. As such, a rule
was instituted that work could not proceed without two
(and later three) weeks without precipitation.
The first opportunity for significant progress was the
week of July 29- Aug. 6 when nearly 100 cubic meters of fill
where removed from the sinkhole, including widening and
lengthening the trench, Twelve volunteers cut and removed
five trailer loads of non-native vegetation and trash. Tom
Brown lead the operation of the heavy equipment and was
assisted by Joe Ranzau, Allan Cobb, and George Veni.
They spent much of their own personal time at the cave
that week making tremendous progress. Hired contractors
removed the stacked fill a few days later.
Photo by Geary Schindel

Big changes are evident in the Robber Baron sinkhole.
Nearly all the dirt has been removed leaving only exposed bedrock. The original entrance is at top and a
second entrance has been re-opened at left.

Photo by George Veni

The new gate to Robber Baron Cave. Rick Corbell
holds the removable entry bar.

On the 14-16th of August, a follow up worktrip
finally made the big breakthrough - enough fill had been
removed to expose the main entrance to the cave. The
entrance was sealed with cement blocks and the rest of the
dirt that could easily be reached with the equipment was
excavated. Two additional trailer loads of trash were also
removed. The 29th-31st of August saw the occurrence of
the long awaited event: the gating of the cave. On Sunday, a
volunteer crew hand dug the area around the main entrance
in preparation for gate installation. Additionally, a second
entrance in the side of the sinkhole was dug open so that
it could also be gated. Actual construction of the gate
occurred over the following two days as Peter Sprouse
(of Zara Environmental) donated his company's time for
the installation with only material expenses paid for by
TCMA.
The new gate composed of stout angle irons embedded
into bedrock and buried where possible. The entrance to
the gate is by a removable cross-bar that is secured with a
special type of key that is nearly impossible to duplicate.
The second entrance is gated in a similar manner but
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cannot be opened.
Since the completion of the gate two additional work
trips have been held. On Sunday, Sept.. 7 a work trip was
held and the remainder of the fill in the sinkhole was
removed by hand. The air in the sinkhole was especially
bad that weekend and work proceeded very slowly. On Oct.
4, another trip was held to remove sand that had filled side
passages in the cave. Four people from Houston Grotto
and three from the Aggie Grotto came for the work day.
Unfortunately it was a very rainy day and water started
pushing the sand back into the cave, so work was quickly
stopped for the day.
There are still many tasks remaining to complete the
work at the cave, most of it remaining on the surface. An
immediate need is to pull back the dirt from around the
edge of the trench using an excavator. Large flat rocks will
be placed along the edge to retain the dirt. At that point
the heavy equipment use will be done and landscaping
will take center stage. A plan completed by Vivian Loftin
will form the basis for this work (see below). Leaders and
volunteers are still needed for many of these tasks.
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Many tasks remain at Robber Baron. If you are
interesting in helping or managing one of these,
contact George Veni at gveni@satx.rr.com
1. Build steps down the trench along with berms to manage water flow. A retaining wall is needed along the
edge of where the trench enters the sinkhole.
2. Fences – old fences removed when new ones ready.
a. Nacogdoches stone wall
b. Decorative walls/fences on other property edges.
c. Low stone wall with wrought iron fence on top along
trench and sinkhole edge.
3. Fill the entire surface with good topsoil.
4. Parking lot construction. Options include asphalt,
gravel, and paving stone.
5. Landscaping including plantings, trails, mulching bins,
signage, kiosk, etc.
Illustration by Vivian Loftin

The Robber Baron property masterplan. Entry to the sinkhole will be through the trench which have steps installed. Other features of the plan include trails, a stone wall along Nacogdoches, a bridge over the trench, decorative fencing along the sinkhole, an information kiosk and signs, a meadow, and a parking area in the alley.
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The TCMA officers and Board wish to express their appreciation to everyone who made the purchase of
Deep and Punkin Caves possible. Many, many people have contributed to the success of this endeavour, only a few of whom are recognized below. To everyone who contributed:

THANK YOU!!
Cash Donors
Aaron Addison
Michael Anderson
Katie Arens
Gerald Atkinson
Susan Bigham
Jackie Bills
Jacqueline Larue Bills
Robert Bisset
John Brooks
Donald Broussard
Mike Burrell
Rick Corbell
George Crosby
Darrell Dees
Joanne Deluna
David Carl Deluna
Gil Ediger
Jerry Fant
Tom Florer
Julia Germany
Andy Grubbs
Steve Gutting
Frank Herzig
Geoff Hoese
Paul Horton
Louise Hose
Fran Hutchins
Becky Jones
Jay Jorden
Jim Kennedy
Sydney Kilgore
Joel King
Jean Krejca
Cynthia Lee
Dave McAdoo
Dave McClung
Kenny McGee
Emily & Kevin McGowan
David McKenzie
Shari McMillan
Logan McNatt
Kurt Menking
RD Milhollin
Joe & Evelynn Mitchell
Alan Montemayor

Roger Moor
Melvin G. Noble
Rebecca O’Daniel
Walter Olnick
Libby Overholt
Linda Palit
Joe & Susan Pearce
Wayne Peplinski
Cindy Perez
Charles Perkins
Sammy&Susan Pizzo
Carl Ponebshek
Fredy Ivan Pore
Ron Ralph
R.R. Rodriguez
Charley Saavas
Sue & Geary Schindel
Wesley Schumacher
Travis Scott
Bev Shade
Rene Sheilds
Troy Shelton
Charles Shirley
Peter Sprouse
William Stephens
Shannon Summers
Mary Thiesse
Diana Tomchick
George Veni
Richard Wark
Bob West
Ezriel Wilson
Boy Scout Troop 1944

Donors of items for the
TSA Convention Auction
Individuals:
Jerry Atkinson
Aimee Beveridge
Mark Gee
Ed Goff
Andy Grubbs
Steve Gutting
Keith Heuss
James Jasek
Becky Jones

Jay Jordan
Jim Kennedy
Carl Kunath
Evelynn Mitchell
Bill Mixon
Melvin Noble
Denise Prendergast
Christa Reddington
Geary Schindel
Susan Souby

Bill Steele
George Veni
Organizations:
The TSS
The TSA
Corporate Donors:
Gonzo Guano Gear
Whole Earth Provisions

Caving Groups Help Make Deep
Purchase a Reality

Caving organizations throughout Texas and beyond
have stepped up to the plate to make significant financial
contributions to the TCMA fund for the purchase of Deep
and Punkin.
Many grottos made contributions including the Aggie
Speleological Society, the Maverick Grotto, the North Texas
Speleological Society (Wichita Falls), and even the Birmingham Grotto in Alabama. Especially sizable donations
were made by the UT Grotto - $381, the DFW Grotto - $432,
and the Greater Houston Grotto -$590. Not to be outdone,
the Bexar Grotto made an initial cash donation of $374 and
followed it up with an auction which raised an additional
$600 The other statewide cave conservation organization,
The Texas Cave Conservancy, has been especially generous and supportive of TCMA's efforts to purchase these
caves. They have pledged to donate $100 per month until
the property purchase is paid.
The TCMA thanks all these organizations for their
financial support of this purchase and making a significant
contribution to the future of Texas Caving.

Texas Cave Management Association, Inc.
PO Box 202853 • Austin, TX 78720-2853

Email: tcma@cavetexas.org

NEW WEB ADDRESS:
www.tcmacaves.org
Regular membership - $15/yr
Family membership - $22.50/yr Institutional membership - $50/yr
Student membership - $10/yr
Business membership - $100/yr

